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The Summer House of the Orxham Academy produces some of the deadliest warmages in the World 

Between. These masters of the elements have earned the right to strut in their azure robes, carrying ornate 

staves. When Ulverland goes to war, the warmages of the Summer House go too. 

 

 

The reader can automatically find one historical analysis of a natural disaster by looking in the book. The 

reader can also find complex weather prediction matrices, the locations of mass graves post Ulverland 

battles, and treatises on the best woods for staves. 

 

 

Mages in this school must know Mental Spell Construction and have the material component before they 

can be accepted to learn the curriculum. The component for all these spells is a customized mage staff. 

 

 Elemental Immunity. Constant. Defense action. You can ignore 1 Wound per level from any single 

element directed at you, magical or otherwise. You can ignore heat, cold, lightning, fire, drowning, 

and so on. Choose the element at the beginning of the round. You are protected against that element 

until you change it. The DM is the final word if there is a question. 

 

 Enchant Staff. Rested. 1 week ritual. You can create a staff that serves as the component for all your 

spells. This must be the first spell taken from this list. It thereafter works for almost all mage spells. It 

does not work for Enchanted Closet, Identify, Escape, and other spells as decided by the DM. 

 

 Gust of Death. Rested. Focus action. Use any combination of elements to automatically inflict 2 

Wounds in your arena or an adjacent arena per your Commitment. Metal armor absorbs 1 Wound for 

its target, unless the attack is lightning. 

 

 Icewall. Rested. Focus action. You can erect a barrier of ice that seals off 1 arena (along the border, 

not filling the whole arena) per focus action you spend on it. The wall gets 1 level of armor and 1 

Wound every round you focus on it in one arena border, and you can shape its area to seal off more 

than one. You can spend 1 focus action on it per level. 

 

 Tremor. Rested. Focus action. You cause 1 arena per your Commitment to tremble violently. This 

may provoke a cave-in or avalanche. Those trying to keep their feet or move in the affected area must 

successfully impede you (and your magic gets a counter-attack as a hand weapon if they succeed.) 

Use of this spell is hard on morale and can give a bonus to intimidate. Buildings are hit for 10 

Wounds per your level. If you spend Awesome Points that don’t count towards leveling, you can 

open a chasm that is 1 meter across per Awesome Point you spend. 

 


